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Abstract

The immune system of the cervicovaginal tract (CVT) must balance immunosurveillance and 

active immunity against pathogens with maintenance of tolerance to resident microbiota and to 

fetal and partner antigens for reproductive purposes. Thus, we predicted that CVT immunity is 

characterized by distinctive features compared to blood and other tissue compartments. Indeed, we 

found that CVT CD8+ T-cells had unique transcriptional profiles, particularly in their cytokine 

signature, compared to that reported for CD8+ T-cells in other tissue sites. Among these CVT 

CD8+ T-cells, we identified a CD69- CD103- subset that was characterized by reduced migration 

in response to tissue-exit signals and higher pro-inflammatory potential as compared to their blood 

counterpart. These inflammatory mucosal CD8+ T-cells (Tim) were increased in frequency in the 

CVT of individuals with chronic infection, pointing to a potential role in perpetuating 

inflammation. Our findings highlight the specialized nature of immunity within the CVT and 

identify Tim cells as potential therapeutic targets to tame tissue inflammation upon chronic 

infection.
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Introduction

Memory CD8+ T-cells play a critical role in protection from many infections as well as from 

malignant transformation1–3. Mounting evidence suggests that their phenotypic composition 

and heterogeneity contribute to their function in each context. Based on the expression of 

receptors CCR7 and CD62L and their associated homing characteristics, memory CD8+ T-

cells have been subdivided into two subsets of circulating memory: central memory (Tcm) 

express the lymph node homing receptors CCR7 and CD62L and maintain a high 

proliferative capacity, while effector memory T-cells (Tem) lose the expression of these 

receptors along with proliferative capacity, but acquire increased cytotoxic potential4.

More recently, a new category of memory CD8+ T-cells has been characterized in non-

lymphoid and lymphoid tissues of both mice and humans and termed resident memory T-

cells (Trm)5–13. Like Tem, Trm do not express either of the lymph node homing receptors 

and are thought to reside permanently in the tissue, where they acquire a unique phenotype 

and gene expression profile. One marker commonly used to define Trm is CD69, which has 

previously been utilized to identify recently activated lymphocytes in the blood. In tissues, 

an increase in CD69 expression is related to the downregulation of the transcription factor 

KLF2, which controls transcription of the receptors for sphingosine-1-phosphate, a molecule 

involved in chemotactic exit of the cells from the tissue14,15. CD69 is upregulated by type I 

interferons, IL-33, TNF-α and other cytokines16–19. Another key molecule used to define 

CD8+ Trm is the integrin alpha E, also known as CD103, which has been shown to be 

increased by TGF-β19. The use of these markers, initially identified in mouse models, 

allowed for the characterization of human Trm in different tissues, including mucosal, 

lymphoid and peripheral non-lymphoid tissue7,20–23. Human Trm upregulate markers such 

as CD49a, associated with a cytotoxic phenotype24, the inhibitory molecule CD101, and 

PD1, a molecule associated with exhaustion21. Upon stimulation, Trm can produce the pro-

inflammatory cytokines IFN-γ, IL-2 and IL-17, as well as the immunomodulatory IL-1021.

The mucosa lining the female cervicovaginal tract (CVT) represents the entry site for 

numerous pathogens of high public health importance such as human herpesvirus-2 

(HSV-2), human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1), and human papillomavirus (HPV). 

Interestingly, there is epidemiological evidence indicating that infection with one pathogen 

is associated with an increased risk of acquiring subsequent infections, as described for 

HSV-2 and HIV-125–27. Further, it has been proposed that inflammation in the CVT, due to 

pathogens or to dysbiosis of the resident flora, can facilitate subsequent viral infections28,29. 

In addition, high levels of genital tract inflammation have been correlated to higher HIV set 

point and shedding30,31. However, it remains unclear which cells contribute to an overall 

long-term increase in inflammation in the CVT during chronic infections. Furthermore, it is 

possible that mucosal T-cells could participate in active immunity against chronic infections 

of the CVT in addition to mediating chronic inflammation32. Thus, we sought to determine 

if inflammation is driven by a specific subset of mucosal CD8 T-cells or rather by an overall 

change in the entire CD8 T-cell compartment in the CVT.

We examined the CVT T-cell compartment in healthy women as well as in the context of 

chronic HIV infection. We used CD69 and CD103 to distinguish the three main subsets of 
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CVT CD8+ T-cells: the double positive CD69+ CD103+ cells (DP), the single positive 

CD69+ cells (CD69+ SP), and the double negative CD69- CD103- cells (DN). We found 

that the first two share characteristics previously described for Trm in non-inflamed lungs 

and spleen21, but also present some distinctive features, such as the lack of transcriptional 

up-regulation of the IL-17 gene. The DN population of CD8+ memory T-cells in the CVT 

possesses enhanced cytotoxic and inflammatory potential, and a reduced migratory capacity 

as compared to their blood counterpart. These DN cells, which we term inflammatory 

mucosal T-cells (Tim), expand in the CVT of HIV-infected as compared to HIV-uninfected 

women. Together, these data suggest that inflammatory changes in the CVT of women with 

chronic infections are not solely driven by changes in the long-lived Trm compartment, but 

instead by the previously unappreciated Tim subset. Further, it is possible that therapeutic 

targeting of these CD8 T-cells in the CVT could help restore tissue homeostasis in the 

context of chronic infection and inflammation.

Results

CD69 and CD103 identify three populations of T-cells in the CVT that are distinct from 
circulating T-cells.

To identify the differences in CD8+ T-cells from the CVT compared to those from the 

circulation, we characterized the CD8+ T-cells in vaginal, endocervical, and ectocervical 

tissues and blood from healthy donors in the Seattle Surgical Cohort. First, we examined the 

phenotypic profile of CD45+ CD3+ T-cells by high-parameter flow cytometry using a panel 

including markers of activation, tissue residency, maturation, chemokine expression, and 

exhaustion (the gating scheme is shown in Supplementary Figure 1). Dimensionality 

reduction using t-stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) showed separation between blood 

and CVT CD8+ and CD4+ T-cells (Figure 1A). Upon examination of the main surface 

markers differentiating blood and CVT T-cells, we observed that, as expected, putative Trm 

markers CD69 and CD103 were more highly expressed in the tissue (Figures 1B–C). 

Additionally, CD49a, CD101, PD-1 and CCR5 were also higher in CVT tissue compared to 

blood T-cells, while the expression of CD25, CD38, and HLA-DR was uniformly low on 

tissue T-cells and expression of CD127 is comparable to the blood (Figures 1B–C). Given 

that CD69 and CD103 have previously been identified as markers of tissue residency, 

particularly for CD8+ T-cells5,11,21,33–35, we next measured the frequency of CD69-CD103- 

(double negative; DN), CD69+CD103- (CD69+ SP), and CD69+CD103+ (double positive; 

DP) CD8+ T-cell subsets in tissues and blood. We observed that the CD69+CD103+ fraction 

was predominant in the CVT tissue regardless of type, though the DN and CD69+ SP 

populations were detectable (Figure 1D).

To further compare circulating and CVT T-cells as well as the three CVT CD8+ T-cell 

subsets distinguished by CD69 and CD103 expression, we evaluated their transcriptional 

profiles by RNA sequencing. As the vast majority of tissue T cells have an effector memory 

phenotype, characterized by the lack of CCR7 expression, we excluded CCR7+ populations 

in the four tissue compartments, including blood, before sorting the three populations based 

on CD69 and CD103 expression. Specifically, we bulk-sorted the three main populations in 

the tissues and the two main populations in the blood of four women belonging to the Seattle 
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Surgery Cohort based on CCR7, CD69 and CD103 expression for RNA sequencing (gating 

and sorting schemes for tissue and blood are shown in Figure 1E). Multidimensional scaling 

(MDS) was performed on all of the sorted populations that passed the quality control and the 

results are shown in Figure 1F. Tissue-derived cells were separated from circulating cells by 

dim1. Further, tissue location was the main driver of differences in gene expression, with a 

minor component coming from CVT tissue type (vagina, endocervix, ectocervix) or subset 

within tissue. Altogether, our results show that T-cells within the CVT have a distinct 

phenotypic and transcriptional profile compared to circulating T-cells, and that CD69 and 

CD103 can be used to define three distinct populations of CD8+ T-cells within the CVT.

CD8+ T-cells in the vagina, ectocervix, and endocervix share similar phenotypic and 
transcriptional patterns.

The RNAseq results of blood and tissue CD8+ T-cells (Figure 1F) prompted us to more 

thoroughly examine the differences in CD8+ T-cell phenotype between the three CVT tissue 

types. First, we compared the frequencies of CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells in the three tissues and 

did not observe any significant differences (Figure 2A). We then quantified the frequencies 

of activated (CD127dim CD25+), naïve (CCR7+ CD45RA+), central memory (Tcm, 

CCR7+ CD45RA-) and effector memory (Tem, CCR7-) CD8+ T-cells in each tissue type. 

As shown in Figure 2B, no differences were observed in frequency of CD8+ T-cell types 

between endocervical, ectocervical, and vaginal tissues, though as expected, most tissue 

CD8+ T-cells showed an effector memory phenotype regardless of tissue type. To more 

thoroughly characterize DN, DP and CD69+ SP CD8+ T-cells, we compared the frequencies 

of cells expressing the previously described markers of tissue residency CCR5, CXCR3, 

CD49a and PD-1 (Figure 2C). No differences between the three tissues were detectable for 

any of the analyzed parameters. Additionally, when we examined gene expression profiles 

based on CVT tissue type, we failed to observe distinct patterns for the three CVT tissues 

(Figure 2D). Overall, our results suggest similarity in the phenotype and transcriptional 

pattern of the CD8+ T-cell compartment within vaginal, endocervical and ectocervical 

tissues.

Mucosal tissue CD69- CD103- CD8+ T-cells within the CVT are a subset distinct from the 
circulation.

Given the similarities we found between CD8+ T-cells within different CVT tissue sites, we 

next focused on vaginal tissue as representative of the CVT to comprehensively characterize 

the three populations of tissue CD8+ T-cells identified by the expression of CD69 and 

CD103. The CD69- CD103- DN population of CD8+ T-cells in human tissue has not been 

well characterized, and therefore we sought to determine if these cells constitute a unique 

population or are transient blood cells, similarly to what has been reported for other 

tissues21. Thus, we sought to further interrogate the gene expression patterns of CD103-

CD69- DN CD8+ T-cells in tissue and blood. We focused on genes differentially expressed 

by tissue DP cells as compared to blood DN CD8+ cells. This gene set comparison was 

selected in order to identify a tissue signature so that we could next evaluate whether the DN 

cells have more in common with tissue CD8+ T cells or with blood CD8+ T cells. We 

predicted that if the DN cells in the tissue were blood contaminants that were passing 

through the tissue at the time of sample collection, they would have a similar expression 
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pattern to blood CD8+ T cells and thus no tissue signature. However, we found that tissue 

DN cells differed from their blood counterparts, with 61 genes higher in tissue DN and 29 

higher in blood DN (Figure 3A–B). Among the differentially regulated genes, we observed 

higher expression of genes in tissue DN cells encoding for the chemokines CCL3, CCL4 and 

CCL4L2, for the chemokine receptor CXCR4, and for IFN-γ (Figure 3B). The genes 

upregulated by the DN population in the tissue compared to the blood included a set of 

genes known for their role in immune functions. Using the STRING database, we identified 

several pathways enriched in our gene set of upregulated genes: cell migration (ID GO:

0016477), localization (GO:0051179) and inflammatory response (GO:0006954) pathways, 

which include the chemokine-encoding genes CCL3, CCL4, and CCL4L2, the chemokine 

receptor CXCR4, ANXA1 and CD44, while IFN-γ belongs to the inflammatory response 

pathway only (Figure 3C). All three pathways were enriched in our gene set, with a false 

discovery rate of 0.002 for cell migration (11 genes of the upregulated genes), 0.03 for 

localization (23 genes) and 0.005 for the inflammatory response (8 genes).

Since we observed the enrichment of cell migration and localization pathways, we next 

focused our attention on molecules involved in cell migration out of the tissue. We found 

that RGS1, whose expression has been shown to reduce T-cell migration through modulating 

the G protein signaling coupled to chemokine receptors36, was 4-fold higher in DN tissue 

CD8+ T-cells compared to their blood counterparts (p=0.01). In the vaginal tissue, RGS1 
was expressed less in the DN cells than the DP cells (−1.06 log2-scale, p = 0.02) or the 

CD69+ SP populations in the tissue (−1.11 log2-scale, p=0.06). Given this expression 

pattern, we hypothesized that the elevated expression of RGS1 would override other 

migratory signals, thereby reducing chemotaxis in response to G-coupled receptors-binding 

chemokines, such as CCL19 and CCL21 and S1P. To test this hypothesis, we performed a 

chemotaxis assay in response to S1P, CCL19 and CCL21, and we observed that the 

migration capacity of the tissue DN CD8+ T-cells was lower than that of the CD8+ T-cells 

from the circulation (Figure 3D). Altogether, given their reduced response to migratory 

signals despite the lack of canonical Trm markers CD69 and CD103, and their high 

expression of chemokine receptors as compared to the blood, we define the tissue DN CD8+ 

T-cell population as a unique and distinct subset from cells of the same phenotype in the 

blood.

To understand which signals might be driving these DN CD8 T-cells to the CVT mucosa, we 

measured soluble chemokines and cytokines in cervicovaginal secretions. We quantified 10 

chemokines (Table 1) in cervicovaginal fluid collected from 5 healthy women and evaluated 

whether there were any correlations with the frequency of the double negative population in 

the vaginal tissue from the same donors. We observed a positive correlation between the 

frequency of vaginal DN CD8 T-cells and CCL3 (MIP-1α, p=0.03) as well as IP10 (p=0.1, 

Figure 3E). Altogether, our results demonstrate the existence of a CD69-CD103- population 

of CD8+ T-cells in CVT tissues that is distinct from such cells in the circulation. We 

therefore term this population inflammatory mucosal T-cells, Tim, as they are present in 

mucosal tissue but do not express the putative Trm markers CD69 or CD103. Further, these 

tissue cells possess a higher inflammatory potential along with a reduced capacity to follow 

chemotactic cues to migrate out of the tissue as compared to phenotypically matched, CD69-

CD103- CD8+ T-cells within the circulation.
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Tim cells show distinctive transcriptional, phenotypical and functional characteristics 
compared to other tissue CD8+ T-cell subsets.

To determine if Tim are phenotypically and functionally distinct from other tissue CD8+ T-

cells within the CVT, we next evaluated the transcriptional differences between Tim and DP 

Trm-like cells. We found 120 downregulated and 103 upregulated genes (Figure 4A). 

Compared to DP CD8+ T-cells in the CVT, we detected the upregulation of genes required 

for cells to exit the tissue in Tim cells, such as the S1P receptors S1PR1 and S1PR5 and their 

transcription factor KLF2. Moreover, we observed a lower expression of RAP1GAP2 and 

CX3CR1, which have previously been reported to be involved in tissue retention, and of 

CD101, an inhibitory molecule highly expressed on Trm21,37. Interestingly, we found the 

enrichment of the TCR pathway in the downregulated gene set (p=0.00007).

When we compared genes differentially expressed by Tim compared to the CD69+ CD8+ T-

cells, we identified only 19 upmodulated and 35 downmodulated genes (Figure 4B). Similar 

to the comparison of Tim to DP CD8+ T-cells, we also found a lower CX3CR1 expression, 

but we did not see any differences with regards to the S1P receptor-encoding genes in Tim 

vs CD69 SP CD8+ T-cells. However, we identified a significant downmodulation of genes 

belonging to the TCR pathway compared to CD69 SP CD8+ T-cells (0.01). Therefore, Tim 

do not appear to be actively receiving a TCR stimulation; moreover, they do not display a 

gene expression signature consistent with a memory phenotype. In fact, they express higher 

levels of KLRG1 and lower levels of CD44 as compared to both the CD69+ SP and DP 

populations (Figures 4A–B).

Next, we compared the phenotype of the three CD8+ T-cell populations in the vaginal tissue 

by flow cytometry, with a focus on markers identified by RNA sequencing or previously 

described as signature molecules for Trm, such as CD49a (ITGA1), CD101, CCR5 and 

PD-1. We confirmed that lower frequencies of DN Tim express CD101, PD-1 and CCR5 as 

compared to the DP CD8+ T-cell population (Figure 4C), whereas we failed to observe any 

significant difference in their expression of CXCR3, CX3CR1 and CCR6, as well as in the 

percentages of activated cells defined as CD127dim CD25+ and HLA-DR+ CD38+ 

(Supplementary Figure 2). When we examined the distribution of classically-defined CD8 T-

cell subsets within the 3 populations, we observed that a higher percentage of vaginal DN 

Tim cells are CCR7-CD45RA+, or TEMRA phenotype cells, as compared to double positive 

vaginal CD8 T-cells. Conversely, fewer vaginal DN cells display a Tem phenotype compared 

to DP tissue CD8 T-cells (Figure 4D).

Next, we sought to determine if Tim cells have functional differences as compared to CD69+ 

or DP vaginal tissue CD8+ T-cell populations. Thus, we quantified the percentages of cells 

secreting granzyme B (GZB-intermediate, or GZB-int), IFN-γ, TNF-α and TGF-β after 

stimulation. There were no significant differences in the frequencies of the three CD8+ T-

cell populations that produced each of these molecules (Figure 4E). Strikingly, however, Tim 

cells appeared to produce higher concentrations of granzyme B, resulting in the presence of 

a unique granzyme B-high (GZB-hi) population present only within the DN Tim subset 

(Figure 4E–F). Taken together, our results indicate that vaginal Tim cells are 

transcriptionally and phenotypically distinct from tissue CD69+ SP and DP cells that have 

been considered to be Trm-like cells. Moreover, there appears to be a gradient of various 
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factors that ensure retention in the tissue: while rgs1 is highly expressed in all subsets, 

CX3CR1 is added in CD69+ SP and DP, while the S1P receptors are higher in the DP 

population only.

The CD69+ SP and CD69+CD103+ DP populations of vaginal CD8+ T-cells have 
characteristics consistent with a resident memory program with some distinct tissue 
features.

To determine if the three tissue CD8+ T-cell populations hereby described for the vagina are 

comparable to those in other tissue sites, we compared gene expression in the two CD69+ 

populations (CD103+ and CD103-) versus the DN population and aligned them to the 

previously published gene signatures of tissue residency for lymphoid and non-lymphoid 

tissues21. Multidimensional scaling showed that the two sets of genes overlapped 

significantly for both up and down-regulated genes (p=1.76e−09 and p=2.65e−23 respectively, 

Figure 5A). In particular, both sets highlighted the up-modulation of ITGA1, encoding for 

the integrin alpha subunit CD49a, and the downmodulation of the genes encoding for 

CX3CR1, S1PR1 and KLF2 in the CD69+ populations as compared to the DN population.

Interestingly, we identified some differences between the two sets, with 188 genes 

differentially regulated in the CVT as compared to other tissues including lung and spleen 

(Figure 5B). While other tissues show a Tc17 signature in CD69+ cells, with the 

upmodulation of IL-17, IL-17RA, IL-23R and CCR6, we did not observe this, nor did we 

detect any IL-17A secretion upon stimulation (Figure 5C). We also failed to observe any 

IL-10 upregulation, in contrast with previous observations. Instead, we detected an increase 

in IL-2, both at the gene expression level as well as at the protein expression level upon 

stimulation (Figure 5C). Finally, in our gene set we detected lower expression of KLRG1, 

which has been shown to be lost in memory T-cells38, as well as higher expression of CD44 

by the CD69+ populations. The previous study also found upregulation of the chemokine 

receptors CXCR6, CCR1 and CXCL1321, but we did not observe the same pattern, which 

could be due to the migration pattern needed to migrate to tissues other than the CVT.

Of note, when we examined the differences between the DP and the CD69+ SP population, 

we identified few genes differently modulated (8 upmodulated and 10 downmodulated 

genes). While the expression profile is similar for the two CD69-expressing populations in 

the vaginal tissue, there are some differences of note. KLRG1 was upregulated in CD69+ 

single positive cells, while ITGA1 and ITGAE were downregulated as compared to the DP 

population (Supplementary Figure 3).

In sum, we demonstrate that the CVT Trm-like CD8+ T-cells that express CD69 share some 

phenotypic and transcriptional characteristics with those in other non-lymphoid tissues, but 

also have some unique features. These include a distinct cytokine secretion profile, which 

might be required for appropriate immunity at specific tissue sites.

Tim frequency is increased in HIV+ women while maintaining a consistent phenotype.

Given the distinct local cytokine and chemokine milieu that characterizes chronic infections 

such as HIV39–44, as well as the potential role that CD8+ T-cells could play in immune-

mediated pathogen control and/or inflammation, we next sought to determine whether such 
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change affects the distribution and characteristics of CD8+ T-cells in the CVT. Both HIV 

and bacterial vaginosis (BV) are associated with increased concentrations of Th1 

cytokines39–44, which has not been observed for HSV45, possibly due to the capacity of the 

virus to decrease the stability of cytokine-encoding RNA46. To understand the effects of 

infections at the mucosal site on local CD8+ T cells, we compared the phenotype of tissue 

CD8+ T-cells in a total of 12 women. Among them, eight are HIV-uninfected and four HIV-

infected; of those, three have BV. Finally, five women are HSV-1 or HSV-2 positive and 

three were negative for both (Table 2 and Supplementary Table 1). Interestingly, we 

observed a statistically significant increase in the frequency of the Tim population of CD8+ 

T-cells within the vagina of HIV-infected versus uninfected women, while the frequencies of 

CD69+CD103+ and CD69+ cells were not significantly different based on HIV infection 

status. The difference between groups was further increased when we stratified based on BV 

status, while HSV infection did not significantly affect Tim frequency (Figure 6A). 

Similarly, we detected a higher concentration of the two inflammatory cytokines IL-1α and 

IL-15 in the cervicovaginal fluids of HIV+ or BV+ women, but not in those of HSV-infected 

women (Figure 6B). The increase in DN cells in the context of infection was not associated 

with a notable alteration in cellular phenotype, as there was no difference in expression of 

CCR5 based on HIV infection status (Supplementary Figure 4). Finally, we observed an 

inverse correlation between the frequency of DN CD8+ tissue T-cells and the concentrations 

of MIP-1α and IP10 (trend) in the cervicovaginal fluid of HIV+ women (Supplementary 

Figure 5), in contrast to what we observed for the HIV- women (Figure 3E).

Finally, we performed RNA sequencing of the three tissue populations from HIV+ and HIV- 

women. Multidimensional scaling performed on RNA sequencing data from the 3 

populations revealed no prominent difference based on HIV infection status (Figure 6C), and 

no differentially expressed genes were detected between HIV-infected and uninfected 

women, as shown in a volcano plot (Figure 6D).

Altogether, based on our phenotypic and transcriptional characterization of CVT tissue 

CD8+ T-cells, we propose that Tim in the CVT represent a distinct subset of inflammatory 

mucosal CD8+ T-cells that reside in tissues through mechanisms distinct from CD69+ or 

CD69+CD103+ T-cells. Additionally, they possess distinct functional properties, such as 

increased pro-inflammatory and cytotoxic potential, that may endow these cells with the 

capacity to differentially participate in the anti-pathogen immune responses and/or 

inflammation.

Discussion

Several studies have characterized CD8+ T-cells in barrier tissues21–23,35,47, yet there 

remains a gap in knowledge on those residing in the CVT, which is a biologically relevant 

tissue site given that it is the portal of entry for numerous pathogens of global health 

importance. Moreover, inflammation at this site, due to pathogen infection or to alterations 

within the commensal flora, has been shown to be associated with increased risk of further 

infections28,29. While mounting evidence support a lead role for resident memory T-cells in 

inflammation in other tissues48, little is known about T-cells within the human CVT, and in 

particular those that do not express the putative Trm markers CD69 and/or CD103. In other 
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tissues, the CD69-CD103- population has been shown to consist of blood cells merely 

passing through rather than tissue-associated cells21, so we first evaluated whether this holds 

true for the CVT, and we found that the DN population in the CVT is distinct from its blood 

counterpart. In fact, Tim transcriptional patterns are distinct (Figure 3), and their migratory 

capacity in response to the tissue-egress signal S1P and to the lymphoid organ chemotactic 

molecules CCL19 and CCL21 is reduced as compared to blood DN CD8+ T-cells, while it is 

comparable to tissue CD69+ T-cells. Upon examination of the expression profile of genes 

involved in migration, we did not detect any downmodulation of S1P pathway, nor the 

upregulation of CX3CR1, two previously described mechanisms for tissue retention of Trm. 

Interestingly though, we noticed the upregulation of RGS1. RGS1 protein belongs to the 

family of the regulators of G protein signaling: it binds to Gα proteins and increases their 

GTPase activity, thereby attenuating their signaling49. Chemokine receptors such as CCR7 

and S1P receptors are G protein-coupled, and therefore subjected to control by RGS 

proteins; in particular, RGS1 has been found to reduce B50 and T-cell migration in response 

to chemotactic stimuli CCL19 and CCL21 in gut tissue36,51. Therefore, a higher expression 

of RGS1 might be sufficient to reduce the response to chemotactic signals, and the function 

of other retention signals might be at least in part redundant.

Tim cells also exhibit a particular chemokine transcription pattern; levels of CCL3, CCL4 
and CCL4L2 gene expression were increased as compared to the blood DN cells. The 

chemokines CCL3 (MIP-1α), CCL4 (MIP-1β) and CCL4L2 (MIP-1β2) attract several 

immune cells, including T-cells, monocytes and NK cells by binding CCR1, CCR2, CCR4 

and CCR5, and may be poised to participate in local immune responses to infectious 

challenges, possibly in a bystander-mediated fashion. Notably, CCR5 is one of the co-

receptors used by HIV, and MIP-1α and MIP-1β have been shown to be able to inhibit viral 

entry52. Thus, in the context of HIV infection, Tim cells could have either a protective or a 

detrimental function by blocking the CCR5 receptor or by increasing the availability of its 

target cells, respectively. Moreover, they might fuel inflammation in the CVT of HIV-

infected women. Based on their chemokine transcription pattern we termed these CD69- 

CD103- cells in the CVT inflammatory mucosal T-cells, or Tim, and assessed their 

frequency in the context of chronic infections. Two previous studies reported an increased 

frequency of CD103- CD8+ T-cells in the female reproductive tract of HIV-infected 

women53,54 and we similarly found the Tim population (which is both CD69- and CD103-) 

to be expanded in the vaginal tissue of HIV+ women (Figure 6A). Thus, we evaluated 

whether this population differed transcriptionally in HIV-infected and uninfected women, 

but we did not detect any differences in transcriptional patterns in Tim cells from HIV+ and 

HIV- women. We recognize that this could be due to the restricted samples size and 

therefore to the limited power of the study to detect differences between the populations we 

compared. Therefore, we cannot exclude that Tim cells, as well as the other populations in 

the CVT, differ in HIV-infected and uninfected women. Despite the limited sample size, 

however, we are confident that HIV infection leads to an increased in Tim frequency. 

Furthermore, when we stratified based on BV status alone, we similarly found that Tim 

frequency is increased in the CVT of women with BV. It is possible that the two conditions 

have an additive effect on the distribution of T cells based on their expression of CD69 and 

CD103. We failed to observe the same statistically significant difference when we 
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subdivided groups based on HSV infection, though this could be due at least in part to the 

limited sample size, and so further examinations are warranted.

While Tim frequency is low in vaginal tissues from healthy women, their increased 

abundance in the context of chronic infections suggests a unique role for these cells as 

compared to other tissue CD8+ T-cell populations. Therefore, we assessed whether Tim are 

also distinct from the CD69+ SP or the CD69+ CD103+ Trm-like cells. Interestingly, when 

we compared the transcriptional patterns of Tim to either the CD69+ or CD69+CD103+ 

CD8+ T-cell populations, we found a significant downregulation of the TCR signaling 

pathway, and a higher expression of KLRG1. Additionally, upon stimulation, Tim are 

capable of producing granzyme B in higher concentrations than CD69+ T-cells. Therefore, 

Tim cells might expand as a result of bystander activation55 or at least partially constitute a 

virtual memory T-cell population56 that could participate locally in inflammation. Given the 

absence of a gene signature indicative of recent proliferation, we speculate that Tim 

accumulation in the CVT results from a modified chemokine milieu rather than significant 

in situ proliferation.

To further evaluate how the CD8+ T-cell in the CVT relate to those in other tissue sites, we 

compared the differences in gene expression between Tim and CD69+ cells with those 

recently reported for lung and spleen21. We found significant overlap between our data and a 

previously published gene set (Figure 5); for example, in the expression of ITGA1 and 

CD101. However, we also observed some striking differences in our analysis of CVT CD8+ 

T-cells. First of all, the cytokine signatures of Trm-like cells were distinct in the two studies. 

While a Tc17 signature of CD69+ CD8+ T-cells, together with a high IL-10 expression, 

have been reported for Trm in other tissues, we failed to observe the same characteristics in 

the CVT. It has been previously observed that CD8+ CD49a- cells are mostly responsible for 

IL-17 production, while CD49a+ show Tc1 functional characteristics24. In the CVT, the vast 

majority of DP Trm are CD49a+, which might at least partially explain such differences. 

Instead, we observed a high production of IL-2 by CD69+ Trm-like cells as compared to the 

DN population. Therefore, vaginal CD69+ and DP CD8+ T-cells present some key features 

as compared to similarly-phenotyped cells in other tissues, which might be important for 

maintaining a balance between immune responsiveness and immune tolerance in this unique 

tissue site. Our findings thus highlight the potential specialization of immunity within the 

CVT, which is likely shaped by its particular tissue functions, infectious challenges, and 

microenvironment that instructs immunity within this tissue site.

Taken together, our results demonstrate the existence within the CVT of a subset of 

inflammatory mucosal CD8+ T-cells, Tim, that are distinct from both circulating CD8+ T-

cells as well as from Trm-like CD8+ T-cells within the CVT. In particular, Tim possess 

distinct migratory, transcriptional and phenotypic characteristics, including enhanced 

cytotoxic and inflammatory features. While these cells were located within the CVT at the 

time of tissue sampling and have properties that suggest reduced capacity for tissue egress, 

we have not formally demonstrated that these cells are resident in the mucosa, as this is 

difficult to establish using human tissue samples. In addition, further work is needed to 

determine if Tim cells are also present within other mucosal tissue sites, and to further 

define their functional roles in immune control of pathogens. While it is possible that these 
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cells participate actively in local pathogen control, it is also possible that these cells 

participate in local inflammation during chronic infection that is detrimental to the host in 

terms of immunopathology and/or enhancing susceptibility to other local infections. 

Enhanced knowledge of the specific properties and function of CD8+ T-cells within this 

tissue site are critical for improving and expediting the design of prevention strategies such 

as vaccines that target pathogens entering the host across a mucosal barrier tissue.

Methods

Study populations.

Two Seattle cohorts were used. For the Seattle Surgery Cohort, blood, endocervical, 

ectocervical and vaginal tissues were collected from healthy HIV-negative women 

undergoing elective hysterectomy. The second cohort included a total of 6 HIV-uninfected 

and 5 HIV-infected individuals from the Seattle Vaccine Trials Unit (SVTU). We received 

biopsy samples for 5 and 4 of the donors, respectively. Demographic details are shown in 

Table 2 and Supplementary Table 1. Our study was approved by the Internal Review Boards 

at the University of Washington and Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center. Informed 

consent was obtained from all study participants. See additional details in the Supplementary 

Methods.

Immune phenotyping and intracellular staining.

For immune phenotyping, single cell suspensions from tissues and PBMC were freshly 

stained with antibodies listed in Table 3. See additional details in the Supplementary 

Methods.

Cell sorting and RNA sequencing.

Single-cell suspensions were stained as previously described and sorted with a FACSAria II 

(BD, San Jose, CA). Immediately after sorting, RNA was reverse transcribed and amplified 

following the protocol provided for the SMART-Seq V4 kit. Library preparation and 

Illumina next generation sequencing were performed at Benaroya Research Institute 

(Genomic Core) in Seattle. See additional details in the Supplementary Methods. Our data 

were deposited on Gene Expression Omnibus database (series GSE127834).

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. CD8+ T-cells in the blood versus the CVT show phenotypical and transcriptional 
differences.
A) Dimensionality reduction of multiple parameters measured by flow cytometric staining in 

CVT tissues and blood was visualized by a t-SNE plot. Representative histograms (B) and 

protein expression (determined by flow cytometric staining) heat map (C) show that CD4+ 

and CD8+ T-cells in the CVT express high levels of CD69, CD103, CD49a, PD-1, CD101 

and CCR5. D) Mean frequencies (± SD) of DN, CD69+ and DP cells in blood (black), 

endocervix (pink), ectocervix (purple) and vaginal tissue (dark purple). Statistical 

significance was determined by Ordinary one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons test. n=7, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001. E) Gating 

scheme used for sorting cells in blood (upper panel) and tissues (lower panel). (F) MDS plot 

of RNA sequencing data from CD69+CD103+ (DP; triangles), CD69+CD103- (SP; circles), 

and CD69-CD103- (DN; squares) CD8+ T-cells sorted from the ectocervix, endocervix, 

blood, or vagina.
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Figure 2. T-cells in the endocervix, ectocervix and vaginal tissue display similar phenotypes and 
transcription patterns.
A) Mean frequencies (± SD) of CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells expressed as percentages of CD3+ 

CD45+ live cells in endocervical (EndoCx), ectocervical (EctoCx) and vaginal tissue (VT) 

were determined by flow cytometric staining. B) Mean frequencies (± SD) of naïve (CCR7+ 

CD45RA+), activated (CD127dim CD25+), effector memory (Tem, CCR7-) and central 

memory (Tcm, CCR7+ CD45RA-) CD8+ T-cells in the 3 CVT tissues. C) Mean frequencies 

(± SD) of CCR5, CXCR3, CD49a, and PD-1 as percentages of DN (top), CD69+ (middle) 

and CD69+CD103+ DP (bottom) T-cells for EndoCx, EctoCx and VT. n = 5. To test for 

statistical significance, a Kruskal-Wallis test was performed with Dunn’s multiple 

comparisons test. D) Heatmap showing the RNA expression patterns of DP, SP, and DN 

CD8+ T-cells within the blood and the three types of CVT tissues.
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Figure 3. DN cells in the tissue differ from those in the blood and show a characteristic migration 
and inflammatory pattern.
A) Heat map showing the RNA expression pattern of CD8+ T-cells for a set of genes 

differentially expressed in blood DN versus tissue DP cells. B) Volcano plot of genes 

differentially expressed in CVT tissue DN versus blood DN CD8+ T-cells (red = 

upregulated, blue=downregulated genes). C) Pathways enriched in the gene set upregulated 

in tissue DN versus blood DN. (Red= cell migration pathway, purple=inflammatory 

pathway, green = localization pathway). D) The mean frequencies (± SD) of migrated cells 

as percentages of non-migrated cell in response to S1P, CCL19 and CCL21. Statistical 

significance was determined by unpaired t-test. n=3 donors, *p<0.05, **p<0.01. E) Pearson 

correlations between the frequencies of DN cells in the vagina and the concentrations of 

MIP-1a (top panel) and IP10 (bottom panel) in the paired cervicovaginal secretions. Pearson 

correlation (R2) and p value are indicated in the graph.
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Figure 4. DN cells display distinctive transcriptional, phenotypic and functional characteristics 
as compared to the Trm-like CVT CD8+ T-cells.
Volcano plot showing the genes differentially regulated in the vaginal DN versus the vaginal 

DP (A) and the vaginal CD69+ SP (B) CD8+ T-cell populations. C) Histograms showing 

mean frequencies (± SD) of DN, SP, and DP CD8+ T-cells expressing CD49a, CD101, 

CCR5 and PD-1 as determined by flow cytometry. D) Mean frequencies (± SD) of the 

indicated phenotype of CD8+ T-cells in blood and vaginal tract (VT) tissue determined by 

flow cytometry staining. Statistical significance was determined by Mann-Whitney test or a 

Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. n = 5–8, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

***p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001. ND: non-detectable. E) Histogram showing the mean 

frequencies (± SD) of different cytokine-producing DN, CD69+ SP and DN CD8+ T-cells 

measured by flow cytometry. To test for statistical significance, a Kruskal-Wallis test was 

performed with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. F) Representative histograms showing 

granzyme B, IFN-γ, TNF-α, and TGF-β production by the three cell types.
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Figure 5. Cervicovaginal tissue CD8+ T-cells exhibit distinctive features as compared to CD8+ T-
cells from other tissues.
A) Gene set enrichment analyses showing overlap between upregulated (red) and 

downregulated (blue) genes in the CD69+ CD8+ T-cell population as compared to DN 

CD8+ T-cells in the CVT and in previously published gene sets for lung and spleen. B) Venn 

diagram showing the numbers of overlapping and non-overlapping genes in the two gene 

sets analyzed. C) Mean frequencies (± SD) (top) and representative plots (bottom) of CD8+ 

T-cells producing IL-17A and IL-2 upon a 5 hour-PMI/ionomycin stimulation as determined 

by flow cytometry. To test for statistical significance, a Kruskal-Wallis test was performed 

with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test. **p<0.01
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Figure 6. The frequency of DN Tim cells increases in the CVT of HIV-infected women while the 
transcriptional pattern remains stable.
A) Mean frequencies (± SD) of DN, SP and DP cells in the CVT of women grouped based 

on their HIV, BV and HSV status. B) Mean levels (± SD) of IL-1a and IL-15 were measured 

from cervicovaginal fluids by MSD assay. Statistical significance was determined by 

unpaired t-test or Mann-Whitney test. C) Principal component analysis and D) volcano plot 

obtained from the transcriptional data of the 3 populations of CD8+ T-cells (DN, SP, and 

DP) from HIV-positive and HIV-negative women.
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Table 1.

Cytokine and chemokine plating scheme for the MSD analyses.

Plate 1 Plate 2 Plate 3 Plate 4 Plate 5

IFN-γ IP-10 IL-17F MIP-5 TGF-β1

IL-1β MCP-1 IL-21

IL-2 MCP-4 IL-22 TGF- β2

IL-4 MIP-1α IL-23

IL-5 MIP-1β IL-31

IL-8 IFN-α2A IL-33

IL-10 IL-1α IFN-β

IL-12p70 IL-15 IL-1Rα

IL-17A IL-18 IL-2Rα

MIP-3α MIP-3β SDF-1a MCP-2 TGF- β3
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Table 2:

Enrollment characteristics of the Seattle HIV Cohort at date of sample collection

Median or number (Range or %)

CHARACTERISTICS HIV+ (N=5) HIV− (N=6) p VALUE

Age 40 (30–43) 26.7 (23–45) ns

Plasma VL Undetectable n/a n/a

CD4+ T-cell count 407 (354–1299) n/a

Bacterial vaginosis 3 (60) 0 <0.0001

HSV-2 3 (60) 1 (20) 0.04

HSV-1 3 (60) 0 <0.0001

Bacterial STD 0 0 ns
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Table 3.

Antibodies list including fluorochromes, clones and distributors

Reactivity Target Fluorochrome Clone Company

Human CCR5 PE CF594 2D7/CCR5 BD

Human CCR7 BV510 G043H7 Biolegend

Human CXCR3 BUV395 1C6/CXCR3 BD

Human CXCR6 PE K041E5 Biolegend

Human CX3CR1 BV421 2A9-1 Biolegend

Human CD3 BUV496 UCHT1 BD

Human CD4 APC Cy7 RPA-T4 Biolegend

Human CD8 APC H7 SK1 BD

Human CD25 BUV570 2A3 BD

Human CD38 BUV661 HIT2 BD

Human CD69 BUV737 FN50 BD

Human CD45 BUV805 HI30 BD

Human CD45RA BV570 HI100 Biolegend

Human CD49A BV711 SR84 BD

Human CD101 AF647 BB27 Biolegend

Human CD103 BV605 Ber-ACT8 Biolegend

Human CD127 BV786 HIL-7R-M21 BD

Human HLA-DR AF488 G46-6 BD

Human PD-1 PE Cy7 EH12.1 Biolegend

Human GranzymeB Pac Blue GB11 Biolegend

Human Helios AF647 22F6 Biolegend

Human CD4 APC R700 RPA-T4 BD

Human CCR5 APC Cy7 J418F1 Biolegend

Human CD8 PerCP Cy5.5 SK1 BD

Human IFN-g Pac Blue B27 BD

Human TNF-a BV650 Mab11 BD

Human GranzymeB AF647 11A9 BD

Human IL-17 APC Cy7 RPA-T4 BD

Human IL-4 AF488 8D4-8 BD

Human TGF-b PE N49-653 BD

Human IL-2 PE CF594 5344.111 BD
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